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INTRODUCTION

“An 18-day-old revolt led by the young people of Egypt ousted President Hosni Mubarak on Friday, shattering three decades of political stasis here and overturning the established order of the Arab world. (...) Tens of thousands who had bowed down for evening prayers leapt to their feet, bouncing and dancing in joy. “Lift your head high, you’re an Egyptian,” they cried. Revising the tense of the revolution’s rallying cry, they chanted, “The people, at last, have brought down the regime.” “We can breathe fresh air, we can feel our freedom,” said Gamal Heshamt, a former independent member of Parliament. “After 30 years of absence from the world, Egypt is back.” ”

The cry ‘Egypt is back’ refers to the people finally being freed from the suffering under the rule of president Hosni Mubarak. It also insinuates them having been proud and powerful before this suffering. Specifically under the rule of Gamel Abdel Nasser and his successor Anwar Sadat the Egyptians felt their country was great. In the 2013 Egyptian protests, which lead to the rule of Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, the images of these men, primarily and most importantly Nasser, resurfaced and became a popular reference point in relation to the calls of the people and the newly favored General al-Sisi. This paper shall examine, among other things, the relations between the coming to power and the rule of this old, and this new president of Egypt and determine whether a comparison between the two is warranted at all.

The above is an excerpt from a news article published in 2011 by The New York Times on the Egyptian revolts now commonly known as the ‘Arab Spring’, showing the public joy following the stepping down of Egypt’s thirty yearlong president Hosni Mubarak. By then, the population of Tunisia had already been shaken up by a large wave of mass demonstrations, calling for an end to the twenty-three year old autocratic regime of Zine El-Abidine Ben Ali, which succeeded in January 2011 when Ben Ali fled the country. Subsequently, autocratic regimes in the Middle East had to deal with mass protests calling for an end to authoritarianism in the region, with protest starting in Libya, Egypt, Yemen and eventually Syria as well.

---

In Egypt, these protests started January the 25th, 2011 on the Tahrir Square (‘Liberation Square’) in the center of Cairo. This day came to be known as the ‘Day of Rage’, in which people for the first time mobilized on a large scale to let their dissatisfaction with the government be clear. Their grievances included economic misery and a large income gap between rich and poor, amplified by high unemployment; the state of emergency laws (almost continuous following the Six-Day War of 1967, including imprisonment of the opposition; the suspension of constitutional rights and large legalized media censorship); police brutality (including torture and abuse) and the lack of free speech, the lack of free elections and increasing corruption. Tens of thousands of Egyptians from many different groups of society participated in the protests. It unified the leftists, youth organizations, the political opposition, human rights proponents, social media activists and Islamists behind the call for the ousting of Mubarak. After eighteen days of demonstrating they succeeded in forcing president Mubarak to resign. The Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (the SCAF) thereafter took control of the state. The SCAF consisted of twenty senior generals that announced plans to hold elections, but before they happened, they experienced popular protests similar to those against Mubarak, as they were also perceived to be repressive and part of the old establishment. When the voting day was eventually coming closer, the population was increasingly polarized. The liberals (e.g. the Wafd Party, the Justice Party, the Free Egyptians, the Democratic Front Party, the Free Egypt Party and the Social Democratic party), who at one time had stood next to the Islamists during the protests, competed internally on subjects such as secularism of the civil state, equality and civil and legal rights, and externally with for instance the Islamists’ Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party and the al-Nur Party. The only subject all parties seemed to be united on was that of Egypt’s ties to the United States, which entailed the idea that Egypt under Mubarak had become a American proxy instead of its former status as one of the most important Arab countries. In other words, the Egyptian political landscape was heavily fragmented on all but a few subjects, with attempts of post-Mubarak revolutionary unification, such as the Democratic Alliance

3 Cleveland and Bunton, A History, 525.
4 Danielle Bella Ellison. Nationalism in the Arab Spring: Expression, Effects on Transitions, and Implications for the Middle East State, A Comparative Analysis of Egypt and Libya (New Haven: Yale University, 2015), 1.
5 Irina Dotu, Arab Spring 2011: Egypt (Nicosia: Near East University, 2011), Chapter 2, §1 and §2.
7 Ellison, Nationalism, 1.
9 Ibid., 9-10.
(consisting of among others the Muslim Brotherhood, leftists, the liberal Wafd Party, and the Nasserite Karama Party) being short lived.\textsuperscript{10}

After two rounds of parliamentary elections in 2011 and 2012 the Muslim Brotherhood won the elections (with 52 percent) and made their leader Mohammad Morsi president, partly due to the strong organization of the Brotherhood and lack of organization of the street-protester liberal and youth groups who weren’t effective in campaigning, as well as the perceived affiliation of Morsi’s opponent (Ahmed Shafiq) with the former Mubarak regime.\textsuperscript{11}

However, Morsi’s rule did not last. Even as he tried to end the emergency law, promote independence of Unions and universities, aiming for a more transparent government, ending corruption and freeing political prisoners,\textsuperscript{12} he did not win the essential confidence of the SCAF, and even further polarized the population by unpopular legislations aimed at expanding his power, and reducing the Parliament’s functions.\textsuperscript{13} Furthermore, Morsi’s presidency was marked by increasing food prices, increasing debt and inflation, a lack of police presence (leading to feelings of insecurity), a lack of control over Egypt’s energy (electricity cuts and fuel shortages were common during his tenure), and a lack of control over the water and sanitation networks.\textsuperscript{14}

This discontent of the public, combined with the feeling that the Islamists had hijacked the revolution, led to new protests. Violent clashes between the competing groups, again gathered on Tahrir-square, were commonplace once more in 2013. Young activists founded the \textit{tammarud} (rebellion) grassroots movement, calling again for an end to the current presidency.\textsuperscript{15}

On July 3\textsuperscript{rd} 2013, these protests (primarily the \textit{tammarud} campaign and the anti-Brotherhood sentiments)\textsuperscript{16} culminated with the military reacting to the civilian’s expectations that the army would do its duty and prevent the country from falling into economic ruin. Headed by General Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, who was appointed by Morsi in 2012 to replace the sacked Mohamed Hussein Tantawi, the military deposed Morsi and his government,\textsuperscript{17} after


\textsuperscript{11}Sowers and Rutherford, “Revolution and Counter-Revolution”, 10-11.


\textsuperscript{15}Ibid., 13.

\textsuperscript{16}Ibid., 15.

\textsuperscript{17}Zeinab Abul-Magd, “The Egyptian military in politics and the economy: Recent history and current transition status,” \textit{CMI Insight}, No. 2. (October 2013): 3-4, Chr. Michelsen Institute.
Morsi had let them know he was not willing to compromise and share power with the military. Al-Sisi then went on to consolidate the military power by appointing Adly Mansour as interim president, outlawing the Muslim Brotherhood and arresting Morsi for various crimes such as espionage, criminalizing protest and detaining various civilians (amongst which several journalists). Thus, when al-Sisi announced his bid for the presidency, nearly no one dared to run against him and he subsequently became president by winning with a stunning 96.6 percent.\textsuperscript{18}

While many international media portrayed the events of July 3\textsuperscript{rd} as a military coup, many Egyptians named it a revolution (‘our revolution’), and al-Sisi appeared to have a large support base among the Egyptians, who heralded him as the ‘new Nasser’\textsuperscript{19}, or ‘the new strongman in Cairo’\textsuperscript{20}.

During the run-up towards the ousting of Morsi, the former Egyptian leader Gamel Abdel Nasser’s image became popular again. People sold pictures of Nasser side-by-side to al-Sisi’s, or alone,\textsuperscript{21} such as in the two in the image section at the end of this paper, which says ‘we dream of glory for the people, and so we shall realize this dream’ (image 1) and ‘salutation to the great men of Egypt’ (image 3). Nasser’s daughter Hoda Abdel Nasser even wrote a letter to al-Sisi saying ‘the whole of Egypt has your back’\textsuperscript{22}. Even before that, in the wake of the ousting of Mubarak in 2011, the Egyptian people had, ironically,\textsuperscript{23} called for the ending of military rule at the funeral of Khalid Abdel Nasser (the son of Gamel).\textsuperscript{24}

Gamel Abdel Nasser (1918-1970) had been president of Egypt from 1956 to his death in 1970 after winning power following a 1952 coup now known as a revolution. Anglo-Egyptian tensions (against British colonialism), increasing nationalism, a growing gap between rich and poor (for instance due to unfair land ownership and forms of feudalism) and poverty were among the factors that contributed to the events of July 23\textsuperscript{rd}, 1952. When Colonel Nasser, his ‘Free Officers’ (who were junior military officers) and their figurehead leader General Muhammad Naguib seized power, they removed the king (Faruq) from power, declared a republic, abolished the old institution and established changes that completely did away with

\textsuperscript{18} Sowers and Rutherford, “Revolution and Counter-Revolution”, 15-18.
\textsuperscript{19} Abul-Magd, “The Egyptian military in politics”, 3-4.
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{23} Why this was ironic shall become clear later on.
\textsuperscript{24} Omar Khalifa, Nasser in the Egyptian Imaginary (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2016), 1.
the old political establishment. In 1954, after already outlawing the Muslim Brotherhood, Naguib was deposed as leader following internal strife in their Revolutionary Command Council (RCC). Subsequently, Nasser himself assumed power and consolidated this by winning the elections in 1956 after having banned virtually all opposing political parties.25

Nasser’s tenure as president of Egypt is further marked by a series of events of international proportions that made him famous amongst not just Egyptians, but almost all Arab inhabitants of the Middle East. In 1956, after the US withdrew their promised assistance in financing the Egyptian Aswan dam, Nasser nationalized the Suez canal (previously in the hands of the British) and caused a political uproar known as the Suez crisis. Israel, Britain and France then attacked Egypt in October of 1956, defeating the Egyptian military. However, in despite of the defeat this was a major political victory for Nasser, as the attack was eventually withdrawn after U.S. pressure, and the Suez canal remained in Egyptian hands. 26

The Arab world was in awe of what this president had achieved: successfully standing up to western powers that for years had dominated and exploited the Middle East. He had purposely employed and bolstered feelings of pan-Arab nationalism (or pan-Arabism) in the region. This movement comprised of the sentiments in the Middle East that called for the union of all Arabs. This often implied either the need for an Islamic union, or the creation of an umma arabiyya (an Arab nation) based on linguistic and cultural unity.27

However, pan-Arab nationalism is but one of the components that form the ideology of Nasser that is called ‘Nasserism’. The nature of Nasserism is contested, with interpretations ranging from it being an ideological movement, a phenomenon of personal charismatic leadership, a modernization movement, a protest movement against Western imperialism and colonialism, or a populist movement.28 The actual denomination of the nature of Nasserism employed by this paper shall be discussed later on, but for now I shall only resort to relating its basic components; anti-imperialism, pan-Arab nationalism and Arab socialism (social justice).

Nasser’s legacy in Egypt is a much discussed subject, but the fact that he has never vanished from the Egyptian imagination is uncontested, as Omar Khalifa from the Georgetown University School of Foreign Service aptly puts it, ‘He is a past that possesses

26 Cleveland and Bunton, *A History*, 310-312.
the power of informing, inspiring, alleviating, encouraging; but also he is a contested past, one that could invoke for many Egyptians feelings of fear, defeat and despair. (...) Nasser has been an indispensable reference through which Egyptians discuss, gauge and evaluate the events unfolding before them'.

Herewith he tries to delineate the key issues concerning the position Nasser still holds in the minds of the contemporary Egyptians.

On the other hand, some scholars assert that the legacy of Nasserism has eroded after his death in 1970, and perhaps even that it has become somewhat of a distant and faded memory with hardly any grip on the national agenda. Nevertheless, Nasser and his Nasserism still exert a large influence over the Egyptian imagination and public discourses. This can be attested to and exemplified by the aforementioned references to Nasser in the political events in Egypt of 2011-2013. Nasser declared himself the ‘voice of the Arabs’, and even though this seems to no longer be the case, many still look back to his tenure as president, and General al-Sisi is often portrayed as the one person Egypt is in need of; a new Nasser, or, ‘Nasser’s heir’. This then begs the question whether this is just nostalgia in a sense of reminiscing Egypt’s ‘last golden age’, as one reporter put it, or whether there are actual similarities between the debates then and now.

Both the Arab spring (2011-2012) and its immediate aftermath (the 2013 revolution) have been thoroughly described in academic literature, and its separate components have been studied extensively as well. Notable examples include Jeannie Sowers and Bruce Rutherford, who discussed the Arab uprisings chronologically, and try to put them in the context of the politics that preceded it and formed the uprisings, such as economic restructuring and marginalization under Mubarak’s rule, unemployment, urbanization, rising poverty and the spread of activist networks. They argue that revolutions such as the one in 2013 must always be contested, and considered as living phenomena whose causes and outcomes have yet to be determined.

Fawaz Gerges has also written and edited multiple works on Arab uprisings in a comparative context. In 2014 he edited “The New Middle East: Protest and Revolution in the Arab World”, in which he discusses the nature, context and causes of authoritarianism,
political change and the Arab spring. A comparative analysis of various uprisings in Egypt over time is given by Juan Cole, who asserts that in the context of media, mobilization and leadership the Arab spring stands out from the preceding revolts. In 2018 Gerges wrote “Making the Arab World: Nasser, Qutb, and the Clash That Shaped the Middle East”, in which he concludes that the Egyptian leadership and their historical tension vis à vis the Islamists have had an impact on society that made the Arab spring not inevitable, but equally not unexpected. James Cook equally tries to put the events of 2011-2013 into historical perspective. In his “The Struggle for Egypt: From Nasser to Tahrir Square”, he discusses the process the Egyptian people went through to answer their existential questions such as ‘who are we?’, ‘what do we stand for?’ and ‘who are we in relation to the world’, an important subject for this paper, as it is an analysis of the ways of thinking of the Egyptian people. He asserts that their political and societal struggles consist of a process that is passed on from leader to leader over decades and also, that during the Arab spring the Egyptians gained some, not definitive answers to their questions.

The international relations and regional challenges of Egypt, their elections and military are addressed in many works as well, which are essential as they are important parts of the visions and politics of both Nasser and al-Sisi. Giuseppe Dentice edited a work called “Egypt’s elections: no change, many challenges”, which tackles the events of 2011-2013 more specifically. Here, he himself and Tewfik Aclimandos assert that the tense relations have thawed between Egypt and its neighbors, the Gulf and Israel respectively. Zeinab Abul-Magd talks in the same work on the Egyptian military, and how they have accumulated wealth and power as well as scrutiny. Similarly Stefano Torelli’s “The Return of Egypt. Internal challenges and Regional Game”, with contributions by among others Paolo Magri, Maria Ottaway, Andrea Teti and Cecilia

36 Gerges, Making the Arab World.
Zecchinelli describes Egypt’s elections, their current position and their domestic and regional challenges. Al-Sisi’s ideas regarding the identity and ideals of Egypt and its people give insight into his vision and allows it to be compared to that of Nasser. Ofir Winter and Assaf Shiloah focus on the profile of a new Egyptian, and assert that al-Sisi’s Egypt consists of ambiguous ambitions, and highlights the multifaceted identity-ideals the new president has for his people. Other scholars, such as Hazem Kandil give a more extensive analysis of the current state of al-Sisi’s presidency, and put the popularity of al-Sisi in perspective to the reality and, as he asserts, bad state of Egypt.

Nasser and Nasserism is equally well studied, with studies ranging from analysis of the zeitgeist of Nasser’s times (e.g. Panayiotis Vatikiotis’ “Nasser and his Generation”, in which he for instance assumes that Nasser is both a representative of, as well as a rather unique person within his generation. He also offers useful descriptions of the essence of Nasser and his charismatic way of governance) to descriptions and interpretations of the nature of Nasserism (e.g. Podeh and Winckler). Elie Podeh and Onno Winckler, who also mention Vatikiotis in the descriptions and analyses of the essence and legacy of Nasserism, try to offer a framework in which they describe it as a form of populism, by means of analyzing theories of possible definitions of Nasserism. In the same work the iconology, ideology and demonology (mostly on the nature of Nasser’s legacy and modern portrayal in media and literature for instance) of Nasser is described by Leonard Binder who concludes there exists a rather ambiguous portrayal of Nasser in associated iconography. Omar Khalifa elaborates on the subject of Nasser in the Egyptian imaginary continuing and changing over the last decades into the present, which might give us insight into the reality of the current status of Nasser’s popularity.

---

41 Stefano Torelli, ed., The Return of Egypt. Internal challenges and Regional Game (Novi Ligure: Edizioni Epoké, 2015)
44 Panayiotis J. Vatikiotis, Nasser and his Generation (London: Croom Helm Ltd., 1978)
45 Podeh and Winckler, “Introduction.”
47 Khalifa, Nasser in the Egyptian Imaginary.
Revolutions are addressed by scholars to great extent, and are meaningful for this paper as they offer a framework through which the events of 1952 and 2013 can be assessed and compared, for instance by means of the works of James deFronzo, John Yinger, Mark Katz and Brecht de Smet.

Writing in 2015, de Smet extends the discussions on the nature of Nasserism and the 1952 revolution by positioning the Egyptian revolution within the academic studies of social movements, studies on the nature of power, and thereby tries to describe a sort of process revolutions and intervention go through, and as important for this paper, offers an interesting description of the Nasserist ‘intervention’, as he calls it, in the context of Gramsci’s theories. 48

The nature, definition of and scales of social movements and revolutions are discussed by for instance James deFronzo, John Yinger and Mark Katz. DeFronzo speaks more generally about, and gives a useful theoretical framework on for instance the conditions of revolutions, the role of their leaders and the associated revolutionary ideologies and as such sheds light on how the Egyptian revolutions came to be. 49 Yinger and Katz give the reader a comprehensive definition of revolutions and a scale of revolutionism to test the revolutions of Nasser and al-Sisi on. 50

These works mostly describe a chronological development of ideologies and movements within Egypt from the time of Nasser to the present, or only describe both revolutions separately. However, what these omit is the actual impact that Nasser and Nasserism have on the events of recent years in a sense of continuation. Some news articles clearly mention the actual presence of Nasserism, the image of the former leader, or at the very least the rhetoric of leadership Nasser himself embodied, but this is hardly mentioned in the academic literature. Most of the modern literature on the Arab Spring and its immediate aftermath fails to mention Nasser at all, making it seem as though his legacy has vanished in present-day Egypt. If that is the case, then this begs the question why Nasser did in fact still appeal to the masses, exemplified by the protesters holding up his image, and why the literature is lacking in this context. The popular imagery of the Arab strongman and the need Egypt appears to have for having such a leader again is not addressed in modern literature as well, and thus

48 de Smet, “A Dialectical Pedagogy”
there can be identified an additional gap in the literature as to why al-Sisi appeals to the masses in a manner Nasser did.

This paper will therefore try to examine the ways in which Nasserism shaped the Arab spring discourses in Egypt in 2013, and whether the former president’s rhetoric and policies are the things people actually called for during the tumultuous events of the previously mentioned public uprisings. Furthermore, I will examine and analyze the various aspects that Nasserism consists of, and try to determine whether these were revitalized in the discussions of the Arab spring, its resulting leadership changes and the Egyptian imagination. In other words, I shall try to answer the question ‘what is the influence of Nasserism on the political events in Egypt in 2013 and its immediate aftermath?’, or more specifically, how Nasser and Nasserism influenced the governance, popular opinion and propaganda surrounding General Abdel Fattah al-Sisi. What shall not be discussed, however, is their authoritarianism and use of repression as well as their relationships and position towards Islamism and the Muslim Brotherhood. I do not address this as these are subjects that would need an extensive research on their own, and therefore would not fit the scope of this paper.

To answer my main question, I will compare and analyze the various aspects of both Nasserism and the Arab Spring popular discourse in three chapters.

In the first chapter, I set out to find the essentialist and historical commonalities and/or differences of the 1952 and 2013 ‘revolutions’. John Milton Yinger, Mark Norman Katz and James DeFronzo’s analyses of the concepts and phases of, and requirements for revolutions shall be used in order to determine whether the 1952 and 2013 events might even be described in that way. Additionally, Brecht de Smet’s literature on revolts (which treats Gramsci as well as other academics) in the context of Egypt will also be discussed here. Also, this gives an historical context to and possible definition of the events surrounding both Nasser and al-Sisi, and the particularity of the role of the military therein.

In the second chapter, I shall draw on Podeh and Winckler to determine what Nasserism (the underlying ideology of 1952’s uprising) actually entails, whether it be an ideological movement, a sort of phenomenon of personal charismatic leadership centered around Nasser’s character himself, a modernization movement, -a protest movement against Western imperialism and colonialism (or in a modern context: influence and/or leverage), or a populist movement, and then determine whether the revolutionary movements of 2013 also fit this

51 And thus in extension, their analysis of theories of a.o. Max Weber, Karl Marx, Panayiotis J. Vatikiotis, Shimon Shamir, Torcuato Di Tella, Fouad Ajami and Nazih Ayubi
description. This chapter will also cover the tenets and dimensions of the Nasserite movements and those of al-Sisi and determine their similarities and differences, specifically concepts such as Arab-socialism, pan-Arabism and anti-imperialism by drawing for instance on Hazem Kandil’s works on the military and politics of regime change and. Using Nasser’s own books as well as an analysis of al-Sisi’s twitter account and his own thesis, I shall attempt to provide a comprehensive comparison of both their governances.

The third chapter shall address the Egyptian imaginary, the various ways in which the Egyptians remember Nasser, and how this is mirrored in their calls for a ‘new strongman’ with Nasser’s charisma, specifically with reference to General al-Sisi. Khalifa’s delineations of the relationship between the current Egyptian imaginary and Nasser as well as Podeh and Winckler’s ‘Nasserism as a form of populism’ and Binder’s work on the iconology, ideology and demonology of Nasser will be used here. Also, works on current Egyptian propaganda, the current state of al-Sisi’s popularity and the so called ‘Sisi-mania’ (by for instance Tarek el-Ariss) will serve to elucidate the differences between al-Sisi and Nasser in the Egypt’s popular opinions. Furthermore, journalistic reports on the actuality of Nasser’s image in Egypt during the uprisings will endorse and exemplify the discussions of this chapter.

Finally, in the conclusion I will give a brief summary of the previous chapters, followed by an assessment of the phenomena that affect the causal relationship and current presence of Nasser and the Nasserite ideas in the Egypt around 2013, and discuss this paper’s scope in light of possible future research. Also, I will conclude that aside from the manner of coming to power and the superficial imagery employed by al-Sisi, his rule is nothing like that of Nasser, and that side-by-side, these presidents make for a bad comparison.
CHAPTER 1: Contextualizing the Revolutions and the Egyptian Military

This chapter addresses questions concerning the phenomenon of revolutions themselves. What denotes a revolution exactly and can the 1952 and 2013 events actually be described as revolutions or are they something entirely different? Also, the particularity of the role of the Egyptian army is described within this chapter, adding to the goal of giving an historical context and definition of the situation for both instances. I will conclude that the essence of their rise to power is very similar in the cases of both al-Sisi and Nasser, and that the particularity of the military, to which they both contributed, greatly affected their rules and revolutions.

§1.1: Defining the revolution (1952):

The phenomenon ‘revolution’ knows many definitions. The Chinese in the past saw it as meaning just ‘renewal’, while later it was described as solely an ‘emphatic change’, by for instance historian Crane Brinton, who also described it in more political terms as the ‘drastic, sudden substitution of one group in charge of the running of a territorial political entity by another group hitherto not running that government’, while emphasizing that a fundamental change in the socioeconomic structure of society must also occur. Others add to this different factors such as the involvement of social and political mobilization (as well as the large scale interference of the masses), and moments of popular uprising. Furthermore, the means by which revolution occurs and the outcomes the revolution produces are also dimensions that should be considered when labeling events as ‘revolutions’.

Mass frustrations leading to popular uprisings of the urban and rural population, dissident elite political movements dissatisfied with the existing government, unifying motivations inspiring large sections of the population, one or more severe political crises rendering the state incapable of performing its duties and the tolerance of other countries in the world (or merely non-intervention) are the five factors Professor James DeFronzo identifies that are critical conditions for the emergence of a revolution. However, it must be noted that the relative importance of each condition might differ in separate circumstances.

The 1952 revolution was caused primarily by disillusionment of the Egyptians towards their government. The monarchy, as well as the political establishment had failed in the 1948 war in Palestine, which fueled the humiliation of primarily, but not limited to, the young army officers. They, led by Nasser, together with the Ikhwan Islamists, blamed the establishment and the British colonial power and subsequently vowed to take proprietorship of their country, which they subsequently did. The new elite (nationalists, Islamists and leftists) spearheaded the decolonization effort as well as social justice, development and communitarianism. They replaced or overturned the ideology, symbols, institutions and power structures of the old regime and established a new revolutionary order that was also aimed at restoring the prestige of the army, which had faltered in the last years due to the failure of their 1948 campaign in Palestine.

Clearly, many of the conditions that indicate a revolution are met. The events of 1952 events substituted one government by another after which the socioeconomic structure of society changed drastically. In addition to this, the conditions prior to 1952, namely the mass frustrations and popular uprisings (primarily against British influence), the dissident political movements (in this case the army, leftists and Islamists), unifying inspiring motivations (taking ownership of country and ending humiliation), political crises rendering the state incapable of executing its role (such as the destruction of Egyptian police barracks by the British or the burning of Cairo’s central business district during what is known as ‘black Saturday’) and the tolerance of other countries in this event (for instance the United States’ support for the Free Officers) all match DeFronzo’s criteria for labeling this as a genuine revolution.

§1.2: The phases of the revolution (1952):

The phases of a successful revolution, as described by him and other researchers, also seem to correspond to the 1952 situation. The first phase occurs when ‘the society’s intellectuals, most of whom once supported the existing regime, turn against it’. After World War II, the Egyptian intellectuals rediscovered the ‘Urabi revolt (a nationalist anti-British anti-French

56 Gerges, Making the Arab World, 70-71.
57 Ibid., 74-75.
58 Cleveland and Bunton, A History, 303.
60 DeFronzo. Revolutions, 20.
uprising in 1882\textsuperscript{61}), and as a result of that the revolutionary idea regained vigor, with the principle of revolution becoming the primary meaning and explanation for Egypt’s history. The 1919 revolution and its supposed elitist character contributed to the monarchy’s loss of credibility and as such the intellectuals joined the Free Officers \textsuperscript{62} and thus fulfilled DeFronzo’s first phase of revolutions. The second, ‘the old regime tries to save itself from revolution by attempting reforms that ultimately fail to protect the old order’, \textsuperscript{63} can for instance be seen in the attempt of the ruling Wafd party to normalize the circumstances in Egypt by withdrawing from the Suez Canal treaty\textsuperscript{64} as well as by abrogating the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian treaty\textsuperscript{65}, in which British military presence in Egypt was approved.\textsuperscript{66} This backfired when the Egyptians subsequently started to attack British soldiers, which escalated into the incident known as Black Saturday.\textsuperscript{67} The third phase, ‘the revolutionary alliance that eventually takes power from the old government is soon torn by internal conflict’\textsuperscript{68} can be observed in Nasser’s power struggles both within his Revolutionary Command Council (RCC) as well as with the Ikhwan.\textsuperscript{69} The last four phases of events during revolutions as described by DeFronzo constitute in sum the initial moderation of the post-revolutionary government (4), the subsequent failure in fulfilling expectations and the rise of more radical revolutionary elements within the new government (5), their extreme and oftentimes coercive actions (6) and ending with the pragmatic, moderate revolutionaries replacing the radicals again in the end (7).\textsuperscript{70} Within the context of Egypt in this case, the post-revolutionary government coexisted on good terms with the Ikhwan (4), who then during a power struggle between Nasser and Naguib (on the level of democratization\textsuperscript{71}) demanded among other things an Islamic constitution and democratic institutions in exchange for support (5). When Nasser declined, Ikhwan members attempted to assassinate him (6)\textsuperscript{72} and eventually Nasser, having
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also replaced Naguib as RCC leader after differing opinions regarding the revolution’s direction, assumed and consolidated his power (7). 

§1.3: Coup-volution (1952):

Conversely, there are also researchers that do not or would not consider the events of 1952 a revolution at all. Fawaz A. Gerges for instance continually calls it only a coup and only mentions it as a revolution on one page of his book ‘Making the Arab World: Nasser, Qutb, and the Clash That Shaped the Middle East’. He refers to, for instance, their lack of a uniform revolutionary road map, and the lack of consistency due to internal strife within the revolutionary movement, primarily the RCC. Yinger and Katz created a revolutionary scale, with one the one hand protests that primarily call for change or ousting of leaders and on the other hand the protests that seek to overthrow - that is to completely remove and change – the leadership (culture). With regards to this scale, the spontaneity of the Free Officers taking power in Egypt during popular protests can lead to the consideration that it was a coup d’état instead of a revolution. Moreover, de Smet argues that neither the concepts of coup nor revolution fit what he calls the ‘Nasserist intervention’. He asserts that the contradictory character of Nasserism and the events of 1952 point to the Gramscian concept of Caesarism. In the context of Nasser’s rise and rule this concerns the ending of a protracted power struggle between the national-popular and the colonial bloc by a semi-independent ‘external’ force, that deflected the real revolutionary process and substituted it for Nasser’s own authoritarian (although relatively progressive and qualitative) direction.

The events of 1952 and its immediate aftermath comprise of many of the elements often considered to define a revolution. However, I assert that it was a revolution whose ideals were realized by means of a coup. This coup might have been Caesarian in essence, movements and outcomes, but I hold a similar view to Tarek Osman, author of “Egypt on the Brink”. He asserts that by the extent of the political, economic and social changes as well as the legitimization of his rule by popular mandate, Nasser turned the coup into a revolution. As
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such, I will use a term coined during the ousting of Mubarak many years later, but which I find very applicable to the events of 1952 as well, and believe better indicates the particularity of a situation that can be considered this amalgamation of both a coup and a revolution, namely, that of a ‘coup-volution’.81

§1.4: Defining the revolution (2013):

DeFronzo’s criteria for and phases of a revolution can equally be applied to the events of 2013 as well. Mass frustrations that lead to popular uprisings of the urban and rural population can in the case of the events of 2013 be observed in the massive street protests of June 30th, 2013. As described in this paper’s introduction, the fear of the disintegration of the state, increasing influence of the Ikhwan (‘Brotherhoodization’ of state institutions) and the threats to Egypt’s security led to the creation of the tammarud (rebellion) grassroots movement and increasingly escalating protests all around the country. Moreover, the dissatisfied dissident elite political movements are exemplified here by the unity of the political opposition facilitated only by their common mistrust of the government. Additionally, there was a mistrust of the ruling Freedom and Justice Party (strongly affiliated with the Ikhwan) against the state apparatus.82 The political crises, as described above, brought about the union of both Islamists, who themselves were disgruntled and disillusioned by the apparent incompetence of the Ikhwan-aligned government, and the secularists. The millions of people that were on the street, combined with Morsi’s overreliance on repression and his apparent ignorance to the veracity and actual size of the protests, meant that it was too late for the government to stop the wave of unrest and eventually their removal from power.83 The last of DeFronzo’s criteria for revolutions, that of the tolerance of other countries, can be evidenced by the mild reaction of other countries. Some, such as Saudi-Arabia, Iraq, Syria, the United Arab Emirates and Qatar praised the change of leadership in Egypt and its promised transition to democracy,84 while others, even though they were worried about the development, refrained from taking action.85

§1.5: The phases of the revolution (2013):

As for the phases of revolution in the context of al-Sisi and the events of 2013, there is a difference with Nasser’s situation. Al-Sisi, as head of the army that ousted Morsi, can be considered to be the foremost actor in the events of 2013. In itself, the coup d’état they committed did not immediately bring al-Sisi to power as it did with Nasser, but it made him popular to the extent that it prepared or even brought him to power.86 Therefore I believe that the uprisings, the coup and the following election of al-Sisi to the presidency can be considered to be one continuous event, which can be defined as a ‘coup-volution’, the previously mentioned term coined during the similar ousting of Mubarak in 2011.87

The protests against Morsi in 2011 were marked by violence by the liberal and secular protesters against the supporters of the sitting president. The countries’ intellectuals supported this anti-Morsi violence, asserting that as Egypt was in a ‘state of war’, violence against the military and support of the Ikhwan was the work of ‘terrorists and fascists’.88 While in 2012 they were initially indecisive about the choice of supporting an Islamist presidential candidate or one of the old order, the intellectuals, primarily the secular ones, they soon turned against the government as a whole and called for the army to intervene.89

The government of Morsi, being a post-revolutionary government trying to improve the situation left by Mubarak, tried to implement some reforms in order to appease the population, still in a revolutionary mood. The two main challenges for the Morsi administration, namely food and security, were not to be solved by his attempts at gaining IMF loans. Similarly, Morsi’s efforts to bypass the judiciary and thereby consolidating his power has the adverse effect: uniting his opposition and increasing the scale of protests. When he announces elections, this was declared as unconstitutional and thus failed as well.90 As such, the conditions for the second phase of revolutions are satisfied.

The next five phases of revolutions as described by DeFronzo cannot be specifically pointed out when looking at the events of 2013 and its immediate aftermath, as they mostly describe internal conflicts between more radical and moderate parts of the revolutionary
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alliance. Egyptian society was polarized at the time of al-Sisi’s rise to power, as a result of, among other things, disillusionment about the results of the protests of both 2011 and 2013. For instance the April 6 Movement, an important faction in the protests of 2011, did not support the interim governments as well as al-Sisi specifically. However, their imprisonment and the military’s creation of a pro-Sisi united front of state institutions helped consolidate power and thereby effectively quenched all opposition.\(^9\) Therefore, the last phases for a revolution can only be approached generally in the case of al-Sisi, and perhaps future developments will further clarify the internal fight for power within the revolutionary forces. Furthermore, the fact that al-Sisi was elected, although already having a strong power base, complicates the analysis of the sequences of events of this ‘coup-volution’.

\(\S 1.6\): The position of the military:

Having established the uniqueness of the events of 1952 and 2013 within the criteria and phases of revolutions and coups, namely that a ‘coup-volution’ best defines Nasser’s and al-Sisi’s rise to the Egyptian presidency, one aspect of power dynamics still has to be established: the role of the army within the Egyptian society, and the unique position they hold vis à vis both the government (and so too their possible toppling) and the people. As seen in both 1952 and 2013, the army followed the people in their struggle against the existing government and subsequently took matters into their own hands by deposing the sitting leadership. While the possibility of a national army going against the government is unheard of in most European countries, in many countries such as Egypt this is not the case.

Historically, the Egyptian army has held a position of relative independence and power within the political system as a whole. Before Nasser came to power in 1952, the constitution stated that the king was the commander-in-chief and that it was he who held power over the army, but beyond this there was little to no reference of military issues. King Farouk did not use this power to the extent possible and was therefore not able to prevent the coup-volution of 1952.\(^9\) During Nasser’s rule, the influence of the military on many aspects of Egyptian


society and the political system increased. They protected as well as participated in governing the country, and because of their belief that they were the only ones capable of running and keeping control over the bureaucratic apparatus, they had as such effectively brought to an end the confrontation between the Islamists and the nationalists in Egypt, a struggle for the social space and political leadership that at that time was present all around the postcolonial Middle East. An expansive security state was created, and the new military rulers prioritized internal security and regime survival instead of institution building and the rule of law. Fawaz Gerges notes that this had far-reaching implications for Egyptian society, as the new relationship between them and the state contributed to the durability of authoritarianism and the birth of the Egyptian deep state. This would be the general status-quo of the Egyptian society and their relation to the government and the military for the next decades, with the following presidents almost all hailing from the army. Sadat, Nasser’s successor, tried to demilitarize the Egyptian state, while at the same time the role of the military expanded ‘horizontally’; into the national economy, specifically into agriculture, industry (military and civil) and infrastructure. After Sadat, Mubarak increased the role of the military in both the government and the economy again, but less than under Nasser, and he primarily focused on the army’s growth with regards to the economic development of the country. The military would hereby gain an increasingly autonomous status vis-à-vis the private sector in addition to the large leverage they already had in politics. As a result of this, the army would also gain a sense of corporatism and professionalism, and in spite of the cronyism that can be associated with the political establishment and the military, the army has always had a real popularity with the population as being an institution that protects the country. This can possibly be attributed to the socialization role of the military in Egypt, as
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the mandatory conscription and training in the army provides a sense of citizenship, responsibility, and nationalism to young Egyptian men.\textsuperscript{102}

After the ousting of Mubarak in 2011, the army obtained the leadership of the country in the transitional period, by a mandate of the people. They increased their control over the institutions while at the same time establishing an alliance with the Ikhwan. This alliance allowed the Muslim Brothers and Morsi to win the presidency, who as a result maintained the distinct status and privileges of the army.\textsuperscript{103}

However, when anti-Morsi protests erupted in 2013, the army once again chose the side of the general population. As their ‘protector’, the army opted for deposing the president.\textsuperscript{104}

Under al-Sisi, the military establishment has retained its unique position, and al-Sisi has surrounded himself with former military personnel, and the Egyptian economy now consists of ‘a hybrid economy in which major state-run projects are largely controlled and coordinated by the military’, as Hazem Kandil notes.\textsuperscript{105}

\textbf{§1.7: Conclusion chapter 1:}

In all, this chapter provides an analysis of the events of 1952 and 2013 and tries to determine whether these can be described as revolutions in terms of phases and criteria, and whether both instances show similarities in this regard. To summarize, I assert that both instances meet the criteria of revolutions to a large extent, and that the term ‘coup-volution’ best describes the peculiar situation of both events, as they appear to be coups as well as revolutions. Even though the phases of revolutions show some similarities but also some differences in both instances, I think a comparison is still warranted. In both cases this shows the similarities with regards to the rise to power of both al-Sisi and Nasser. As seen in this chapter, the particular role the Egyptian military fulfills within the country facilitated, and is conditional, to the presidencies of both men to an extent not possible in most countries. Thus, the comparison between al-Sisi and Nasser can be justified for two reasons that are of interest for this chapter. The first is that both were military men coming to power in a specific type of military coup d’état: the coup-volution. Second, the expansion and cultivation of the army that was part of the governance of Nasser has contributed to the (type of) governance of al-Sisi.
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The next chapter shall delve deeper into the actual political behavior of the army in general and al-Sisi and Nasser in particular.
CHAPTER 2: Nasserism and the al-Sisi-vision

The previous chapter has established that, at least in the context of the way of coming to power and the role of Nasser and al-Sisi vis-à-vis the state and the army warrants a comparison between the two, and shows many similarities. Consequently, this chapter shall examine both men in terms of their governance and visions, and conclude that on this front, the similarities largely stop.

The vision of Nasser that is Nasserism is outlined in his book *The Philosophy of the Revolution*, the “Charter for National Action of the United Arab Republic” (a document outlining the principles of the revolution of 1952, created for the pan-Arabist union of Egypt and Syria into a single state), and the 1956 Constitution of Egypt. Nasser himself asserts in his ‘philosophy’, as he reluctantly calls it, that the revolution consisted of two parts. On the one hand, a political revolution, in which the Egyptian people ‘wrests the right to govern itself from the hand of tyranny’\(^{107}\). On the other hand, he notes a social revolution, ‘involving the conflict of classes’\(^{108}\). The social revolution sets people against each other, as it ‘shakes values and loosens principles’, while the political revolution has to unite most of the population. The contradictory factors of both revolutions create unstable circumstances within the country, which can, according to Nasser, only be kept in balance by the army.\(^{109}\) Thus, there existed a curious duality between these social and political revolutions embedded in Nasserism; aspirations for national sovereignty and freedom from foreign influence, and a quest for national unity through social justice. However, both revolutions entailed a confrontation between Egyptians themselves, and against others: landowners, corrupt political elites and Western powers.\(^{110}\)

Elements from both revolutions are visible in the principles of the 1952 revolution, which the Charter for National Action of the United Arab Republic describes as an ‘incomplete blueprint for revolutionary change’, as the ‘Egyptian people’ – which in this case can be considered to be nothing less than Nasser and his followers themselves – only had six principles. These six principles are, in more or less the same words, also present in the 1956
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Constitution of Egypt. They include: the end of imperialism and colonialism (‘and its traitorous Egyptian stooges-in the face of British occupation of the Canal Zone’), the end of feudalism, the end of the monopoly of capital and wealthy leaders (‘capitalists’) in governance, the establishment of social justice-in the face of exploitation and despotism, the establishment of a powerful national army, and the establishment of a true democratic system.  

§2.1: Dimensions and interpretations Nasserism:

Baha Abu-Laban argues that these principles mentioned above and the context they appeared in (primarily the Charter for National Action) embody the new doctrine of the government, and also provided the Egyptians with a course of action and a new national identity that encompasses six general dimensions, namely revolutionism, modernism, future-orientation, self-confidence, egalitarianism and non-interventionism. Revolutionism indicates the Egyptian people’s trait of always fighting for social reform and freedom from arbitrary authority, something he Charter assumes is reflected in history, and most recently in the 1952 revolution. Modernism is described in the sense of scientific progress and a positive balance between the modern and the traditional. Similarly, ‘future-orientation’ implies an orientation towards the future (scientific socialist planning and mobilization of resources) without destroying the historical heritage. A newfound trust in the collective abilities (in this case as a result of the revolution) indicates the self-confidence dimension of the new national character. Lastly, egalitarianism and non-interventionism imply social freedom, justice, democracy and the absence of discriminatory practices and, the idea of having a shared destiny with their African and Arab neighbors as well as having positive interactions with the world at large, such as with the United Nations.

Professors Elie Podeh and Onn Winckler add another element to the discussion on the essence of Nasserism. They describe five different existing interpretations of the Nasserist
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movement based on various works from other scholars that analyzed Nasserism and came up with different, but in my opinion not mutually exclusive concepts for describing it.

Firstly, they identify it as a possibly ideological movement. As such, Nasserism can be considered not necessarily as an ideology as we know it (like for instance liberalism or communism), but as a fusion of various ideas that together create the perception of a ‘Nasserist ideology’. The principles of this ideology can, according to them, be found in Nasser’s own *The Philosophy of the Revolution*, the 1956 constitution and 1962 National Charter. In addition to this, the ideology-interpretation can be described as consisting of a particular Arab feeling with regards to (inter)national governance. This theory might also be supported by the idea that there existed, in the late 1940s and early 1950s, an ideological vacuum created by the lack of an inclusive political vision with proper plans for Egypt’s future by the monarchy and the political establishment. Thus, this void could in turn be filled by a new ideology, and it is conceivable that this could possibly be Nasserism.

The second interpretation of Nasserism describes it as being a sort of personality cult centered on Nasser himself, namely focusing on his charisma and particularity as a leader. P.J. Vatikiotis describes this as a support for governance focused primarily on the dynamic leadership of a charismatic leader. In this view, Nasser became an idolized leader, who was able to convince many Egyptians that they were on the brink of a historical, dramatic turning point in which he would bring them from one era into the next. Vatikiotis calls this a ‘phenomenon of personal charismatic leadership’, or a ‘modern pharaonism’ focused around the Egyptian *rayyes*, the Chief. Podeh and Winckler mention this as well, asserting that the twentieth century as a whole saw the rise of leaders who came from a military background and fought against the upper classes (‘modern caudillos’).

As a third interpretation of Nasserism, the modernization theory might shed light on the changes Nasser and his movement brought to Egypt and the Arab world. Doing away with the traditional Egyptian society and destroying most remnants of the colonial period, Nasser
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shaped, in this interpretation, Egypt into a modern, ‘western’ nation-state. As shall be discussed later on, this could evidence the megaprojects undertaken by Nasser in Egypt.

Fourthly, looking at a wider historical context, Nasserism is seen primarily as a protest movement against imperialism and colonialism. In this view, in which Podeh and Winckler cite Shimon Shamir, Nasserism revolves first and foremost around a break with the past. Similar to the modernization theory, but in this case more focused on “a messianic response of the Arab-Islamic world to ‘the attack of the West’. This anti-colonialism is an important point within Nasserism, at least that of the 1950s and 1960s, as evidenced by for instance Nasser’s rhetoric in his own books.

As a final point, Nasserism might be described as being a populist movement, in a sense that it mobilized the ‘common man’ with a rhetoric that attacks the (primarily political) status quo by using charismatic figures as well as the usage of symbolism, language and imagery that is rooted in popular culture. Additionally, populism is often described as a result of the alienation of the working class due to, among other things, the massive control of the elite over the political system and the means of production, as well as the relation between the state and possible colonial powers.

Considering these interpretations vis à vis the reality of Nasserism, it is possible to see that there is a truth to be found in all of these. I believe that some interpretations carry more weight than others for the context of this paper. The idea that Nasserism is an ideological movement holds veracity in the sense that, among other things, it consisted of a process of production of meanings, signs and values in social life and a body of ideas characteristic of a particular social group or class. However due to the conflicting nature of the various interpretations of the concept of ideology, as for instance described by Professor Terry Eagleton, as well as Nasserist fusion of many different ideas or possibly even other ideologies, I assert that this is not the best interpretation to use in this paper.

Similarly, the interpretations of Nasserism as a modernization movement and as a protest movement against imperialism and colonialism allow for defining Nasserism in that way. For one, they are relatively similar and can, in my opinion, not be distinguished as separate distinguishable interpretations that perfectly describe the movement. Marxist views of Nasserism even hold that it created a regime unsuitable for modernization, thus reducing the
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meaningfulness of the modernization interpretation.\textsuperscript{126} Also, the fact that Nasserism contained many other elements, for instance, socialism,\textsuperscript{127} shows that it was not only an anti-imperialist or anti-colonialist movement.

However, I believe that Nasserism can best be described as an amalgamation of all interpretations, as all contain some truths to them. Nonetheless, for this paper I predominantly assume that it is a populist movement with strong components of a personality cult centered on Nasser himself.\textsuperscript{128} The alienation of the masses from the ruling elite as a result of the growing gap between rich and poor in addition to strong grievances towards the British occupation\textsuperscript{129} and the perceived connection of ruling Wafd Party and the monarchy to it,\textsuperscript{130} are among the conditions that are likely to result in the emergence of populism, in this case that of Nasserism. Moreover, Nasserism was nationalistic, another feature of populism.\textsuperscript{131}

The interpretation of Nasserism as a personality cult centered on Nasser himself supports this populist movement-theory in that the idea of populism also presupposes the existence of a charismatic figure.\textsuperscript{132} Nasser himself, known as the ‘habib al-malayin’, that is, the ‘beloved of the masses’\textsuperscript{133}, has proven to be emblematic to this concept of the charismatic leader. In the same way, Nasser himself often spoke of having relied on the masses, and that his and the new rayyes of the Egyptians was solely based on the support from the people. Panayiotis Vatikiotis describes him aptly as being ‘Robin Hood, Sindbad, Saladin, ftewwa and pharaoh all rolled into one’.\textsuperscript{134} This will be further discussed at length in chapter three.

In Nasserism, all these principles, interpretations and dimensions come together, and were subsequently expressed in various policies implemented by the new president and his government. Many scholars define Nasserism and its corresponding politics in similar ways. Pan-Arabism (sometimes even pan-Africanism), Arab and Egyptian nationalism, Arab socialism and anti-imperialism/-colonialism are often described as the primary tenets of Nasserism. For reasons that shall become clear, I add ‘the boosting of the Egyptian self-confidence’ (similar to Abu-Laban’s assertion) to these tenets.
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§2.2: Arab nationalism and pan-Arabism Nasser:

Arab nationalism and pan-Arabism are closely related concepts that relate to the interpretations of Nasserism as an ideological movement, and the dimensions of non-interventionism (primarily regarding the idea of a shared Arab destiny). Arab nationalism is a specific branch of nationalism in general. It holds that all Arab peoples are part of one community with a shared origin and heritage that binds all of them. It is disseminated by the means of the modern nation state(s); education, the media, the bureaucracy and/or mass mobilization that evokes a sense of belonging to a single community.\(^{135}\) This type of nationalism assumes that Arabs played a central role in shaping the Islamic civilization, and that Islam has played a central role in shaping Arab civilization. However, this specific link to Islam vis à vis Arab nationalism is sometimes questioned by scholars.\(^{136}\) Pan-Arabism extends these ideas and asserts that this religious, historical and linguistic bond the Arabs possess should be reflected in their political reality. Even though this is also debated by scholars at length, this means that the Arab people should have political unity in the form of a single autonomous Arab state, or at the least form a close political alliance with each other.\(^{137}\) Under Nasser, these ideas flowered,\(^{138}\) as he called for Arab unity in addition to actually trying to achieve something of the sort. He called himself a nationalist, saying that he puts his country and the ‘Arab nation’ it is part of first, and also asserted that ‘Arab nationalism means many things. Above all it is a spiritual drive, a voluntary solidarity of the Arab peoples everywhere based on a common heritage of language, culture and history’ and ‘abolishing the colonial social structure’.\(^{139}\) Even though Nasser even broadened this vision, noting that Egyptians are part of the Arab, Islamic as well as African ‘circles’,\(^{140}\) his vision did not materialize fully and of significant duration. Stemming from anti-Israeli sentiments following the 1948 war in Palestine\(^{141}\) as well as anti-Western/anti-Imperialist feelings in the Arab
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world, Nasser tried to interlink Arab and Egyptian sovereignty. In 1958, out of true pan-Arab sentiment and solidarity, or out of sheer necessity, Syria (at that time in a state of political chaos) and Egypt joined to become the United Arab Republic. Internal ideological and political strife (primarily on governance issues and inter-Syrian rivalries) led to the UAR’s dissolution only three years later, in 1961. Until his death nine years later Nasser would no longer foster pan-Arabist proposals for unions between countries. The defeat in the 1967 Arab–Israeli War also contributed extensively to the diminishing of Arab nationalism and the ideology of its figurehead, Nasserism, as it shattered Arab confidence and militancy in their anti-Zionist and anti-colonialist struggle and sentiments. Pan-Arabism was thus an essential aspect of Nasser’s political vision, and was reflected in his actions and rhetoric and so too an element of Nasserism, even though it failed.

§2.3: Anti-imperialism Nasser:

Anti-imperialism also lay at the root of pan-Arabism and Arab Nationalism, and was also an important tenet of Nasserism in general. The anti-imperialism of Nasser supports the interpretation of Nasserism as a protest movement against colonialism and imperialism, and fits the dimension of non-interventionism (specifically wanting to have mutually beneficial relations with other countries). Even during Nasser’s rise to power Egyptians had called for self-determinacy on their own political, social and economic trajectory. Anti- British sentiments, and specifically anti- imperialist sentiments were part and parcel of Nasserism. Foreign influence, from among others Britain, the United States and Israel (whose very creation was deemed a threat to Egyptian and Arab sovereignty) could not be accepted, so when Britain, France and Israel invaded Egypt in 1956 to protect their interests in the region, and were subsequently forced to withdraw by the United States and the Soviet Union, this counted as a major political (anti-imperialist) victory for Nasser(ism).

Furthermore, he had cleverly created a diplomacy of balance regarding both the Soviet Union and the United States, the two major world powers at the time.
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While anti-imperialist on paper, for instance stating in the UAR Chapter that ‘Nonalignment and positive neutrality offer the greatest hope for peace’, some scholars argue that Nasser’s rule shows signs of imperialism itself. When Soviets warned of an imminent Israeli attack on Syria in 1967, Nasser saw this as a chance to use anti-Zionism, the ‘main common denominator of pan-Arab solidarity’, as Efraim Kersch calls it, to establish pan-Arab unification and fulfill his ‘imperial dream’ and wish for ‘self-aggrandizement’.  

§2.4: Arab socialism Nasser:

The dimensions of egalitarianism, revolutionism (in the sense of fighting for social justice and freedom) and possibly also modernism come together with the interpretations of Nasserism as an ideological, modernizing and populist movement in the Nasserist tenet of Arab socialism. This is a specific branch of socialism that was called ‘Arab’ in order to show its supposed indigenous roots. Before, but specifically after the breakup of the UAR Nasserism incorporated socialism. As a political system based mainly on equality and social justice, this was expressed by Nasser in various ways. Land reforms aimed at ending feudalism (and the political influence of big landowners) started in 1952 and benefited millions of rural Egyptians. Moreover, the 1956 Constitution establishes this anti-feudalist stance, and it also called for social justice in many other forms, such as protection from exploitation, equality for all, freedom of speech and belief, and the right to education, housing and nourishment. Women were decreed to have the same rights as men, and as a result entered the workplace and universities, which were also reformed in order to boost literacy and promote socialism. Syria withdrew from the UAR mainly because of their elite’s opposition to these kinds of agricultural and socialist reforms, so in 1961, after Syria’s withdrawal, Nasser had a new opportunity to implement his socialism more radically. In addition to the land reforms, education reforms, health reforms and other social services reforms, Nasser privatized the economic infrastructures (for instance roads, (air-)ports, dams
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and multiple forms of transport), the country’s industry and the banks. As such, he shaped the Egyptian cultural and social life to be more equal, more industrialized and ‘more Egyptian’.\textsuperscript{155}

Considering the accomplishments of Nasser and Nasserism inside and outside of Egypt, I argue that while it succeeded in promoting unity and solidarity within the Arab world on multiple occasions, Nasserist policies consisted primarily of Egyptian nationalist endeavors. The success of the reforms in Egypt during Nasser’s rule are therefore one of the prime reasons Nasser has remained popular in Egypt until now (as shall be discussed in chapter three).

\textbf{§2.5: Egyptian self-confidence under Nasser:}

Nasser’s policies benefited and modernized large segments of the Egyptian population, but primarily the poor and the middle class,\textsuperscript{156} and thereby fostered ‘a new sense of national dignity and self-confidence (...) after centuries of humiliation’, as Peter Mansfield aptly argues, that succeeded in inspiring devotion that expressed itself in the Egyptians being able to achieve bigger exertions than they could have expected, such as the building of the monumental Aswan High Dam.\textsuperscript{157} Because of this, I believe that even though it was not a basic tenet of Nasserism or a policy implemented by Nasser, in a sense that it was a political or ideological goal of Nasserism, it is a direct result thereof and might be considered to be an important implicit aspect of Nasser’s type of governance. One of the major sources of Nasser and Nasserism’s popularity then and now stems from the fact that he restored this self-confidence, and as we shall see in the next chapter, one of the reasons people still call for a ‘new Nasser’. This corresponds to Abu-Laban’s Nasserist dimension of self-confidence as well as the interpretation of Nasserism as a modernization movement (as the modernizing projects were aimed at renewing Egyptian self-confidence).

\textbf{§2.6: Dimensions and interpretations al-Sisi vision:}

The rise and immediate ‘revolutionary’ politics or ideas of al-Sisi also have to be tested in light of the theories on the sorts of movements as described above. Given that the events that brought al-Sisi to power as well as his political approach are relatively recent compared to
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those of Nasser, there cannot be spoken of a definite kind of ‘al-Sisi-ism’ in the same vein as ‘Nasserism’. He does, however, have a following of supporters and a power-base that is based on certain views. This ‘al-Sisi vision’, as I shall call it, can also be clarified vis à vis Podeh and Winckler’s analysis of possible interpretations of Nasserism and DeFronzo’s criteria needed for calling something a revolution.

First of all, is the al-Sisi vision ideological? Similar to Nasserism, I assert that this is not the best interpretation. al-Sisi has not formed a ruling party, nor is he the head of a party. Furthermore, his political machine was, like Nasser, filled with former military officers instead of real politicians, thereby turning politics into mere management. Also, his own thesis, written in 2006 while in an American Army War College, provides only a meagre view of his ideas surrounding Middle Eastern democracy. Here, he primarily talks about the need for education, democracy and a free market, as well as having a moderate view in which Islam has a place within politics, while also considering non-Islamic beliefs. An analysis of al-Sisi’s Twitter account does not demonstrate a clear ideology apart from patriotism either. As such, it is hard to consider the al-Sisi vision to be truly ideological, as it is mainly focused on problem-solving and is also contradictory in the sense that his recent repression of political pluralism is not in line with his own views regarding democracy.

The interpretation of the phenomenon of personal charismatic leadership with regards to al-Sisi contains some truths. As will be discussed in the third chapter of this paper, al-Sisi is the subject of new Nasser-like narratives of salvation and leadership. For instance, he is similarly called ‘rayyes’ and even ‘fatih’, conqueror.

The third and fourth possible interpretations would perceive the al-Sisi vision as a modernization movement or a protest movement against Western (in this case neo-) colonialism and/or imperialism. With regards to the analysis regarding Nasser as described above, these theories also do not fit within the context of al-Sisi. The fact that al-Sisi’s government is composed primarily from former military officers (up to 80 percent of his
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governors, for instance\textsuperscript{164} and even family members\textsuperscript{165} exemplifies the erosion of democracy. In addition to this, the modernization of society and the economy is also not present in al-Sisi’s Egypt, with for instance the businesses as well as the middle class people enduring negative influences of his economic policies.\textsuperscript{166} Furthermore, al-Sisi’s relations with old colonialisit and/or imperialist powers do not show enough animosity to justify calling his rule a protest movement against Western influence. He has close relations with for instance Britain and Germany\textsuperscript{167} and even says that he needs the West’s, and specifically the United States support.\textsuperscript{168} Also, as shall be discussed later in this chapter, al-Sisi uses foreign investments and loans to build his megaprojects, whereas Nasser did not. Thus, the modernization movement or a protest movement interpretations do not apply as well (or perhaps not at all) to the al-Sisi vision insomuch as it does with Nasserism.

The last possible interpretation, namely that of the al-Sisi vision being populist may be valid. Al-Sisi’s campaign was centered around the idea of delegitimizing and overthrowing the Morsi and his supposedly ‘scheming’ Ikhwan allies.\textsuperscript{169} He promised to overthrow the disliked status quo, and together with imagery (side by side images on posters) and language (promising to bring stability, similar to Nasser’s promises of change) likening him to old leader, he gained popular support.\textsuperscript{170} These are all signs that point to populism.

Given these points I draw a similar conclusion as I did regarding Nasserism; that the al-Sisi vision or movement can be considered, at least for this paper, to be primarily a populist movement with strong components of a personality cult centered on al-Sisi himself, which is why it is sometimes called ‘neo-Nasserist’.\textsuperscript{171} I have asserted that anti-imperialism is one of the components of Nasserism, it is definitely a less important issue for al-Sisi. The only caveat to note is that Nasser’s vision was more clear cut than al-Sisi’s, as Nasser wrote his ideas down in his principles in among other things his \textit{The Philosophy of the Revolution}, whereas al-Sisi hardly did and does anything similar, even improvising his speeches.\textsuperscript{172} This makes denoting the al-Sisi vision as a true and traceable movement and vision relatively harder than it is for Nasserism, and this can also be explained as al-Sisi living in a time that is less
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ideological than Nasser’s. Similarly, the dimensions of Nasserism as described by Abu-Laban do not all apply to the al-Sisi vision. As shall be discussed in §2.9, the socialism of al-Sisi does not grant the denomination of egalitarianism in the same way as Nasserism. Revolutionism does not apply to the al-Sisi vision as well, as it calls for stability and problem solving instead of fighting for change. However, the modernism, future orientation and self-confidence dimensions do apply to al-Sisi, as shall be discussed in §2.10.

§2.7: Contemporary Nasserism and al-Sisi:

The continuing importance of Nasser can be exemplified by the fact that Nasserism still exists today, in the form of the Dignity (al-Karama) Party, which calls itself a ‘nationalist, progressive party with a nationalist touch, based on a programme of social justice and Arab nationalism’, which was formerly part of the Arab Democratic Nasserist party. Also, the al-Wefa and Nasserist Popular Conference-parties existed in Egypt. Together they formed the United Nasserist Party in 2013. The Kefaya movement that ousted Mubarak in 2011 consisted initially of predominantly Nasserists, with representation by leftist and Islamist groups, and later on represented loose coalitions between these various groups. President al-Sisi is, however, is not affiliated with these parties, even running (successfully) against the founder of the former Arab Democratic Nasserist party, Hamdeen Sabahi, in the 2014 Egyptian elections. Many scholars believe that there exists today a post-ideological society in which for instance broad political questions cannot be answered anymore as a result of the ‘decline of cohesive agencies of political change’, as political theorist John J. Schwarzmantel notes. However, I assert that when examining al-Sisi’s politics, it is possible to detect various tenets despite of this suggested lack of ideology in the contemporary society and changed world order. These tenets can then be tested to determine whether they are similar to Nasserism or not.
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§2.8: Anti-imperialism, pan-Arabism and nationalism al-Sisi:

Al-Sisi’s governance does not appear to be anti-imperialist or –colonialist or even pan-Arabist in the same way as Nasserism. On the one hand al-Sisi can perhaps be considered to be somewhat of a pan-Arabist, saying in his previously mentioned thesis that he wants the Middle East to become a union much like the E.U., and organize themselves as such a region. On the other hand, his ‘building the new Egyptian’-campaign proposes the Egyptian identity comprises of Pharaonic, Greco-Roman, Coptic, Islamic, Arabic, Mediterranean and African components, complicating this image of merely being Arab. Additionally, the new government promotes learning foreign, western languages.

Moreover, he has opened up to the West in general, as well as the other Arab states. Al-Sisi asserts that Egypt needs economic support from for instance the United States. He also improved relations with Russia, which some assert has not been seen to this extent since the days of Nasser, in which he secured Russian investments in for instance heavy industries. Additionally, al-Sisi improved Egypt’s relation to the Gulf States, as is exemplified by a $20 billion stimulus package supplied to Egypt by Saudi Arabia, The Emirates and Kuwait, or the ‘Cairo Declaration’, in which Saudi Arabia and Egypt pledge to improve economic and military ties. Also, despite wanting a solution for the Palestine issue favorable for the Palestinians, al-Sisi has better ties to Israel than most Egyptian leaders before him, for instance Egypt now imports gas from Israel, and therefore his foreign policy appears very inconsistent, in any case it is neither Arab-oriented nor anti-imperialistic.

This, however, is possibly due to the extent of the economic challenges al-Sisi’s Egypt faces. He has tried to stabilize the economy and stimulate its growth by means of drastic economic reforms. For this, however, he needed to find a lot of money. He increased public
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spending, and increased public subsidies, imposed new taxes on capital gains, reduced energy
subsidies and imposed a wealth tax and wage-ceilings for millionaires and top public
executives.\textsuperscript{190} Whereas Nasser could nationalize the assets of the Egyptian bourgeoisie and
foreigners, the present Egyptian’s elites’ position within the global financial capitalist system
made this difficult for al-Sisi. Consequently, he needed to attract more foreign investments.\textsuperscript{191}
He secured a loan from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which expedited economic
liberalization in Egypt,\textsuperscript{192} but it also included a condition of implementing neoliberal
reforms.\textsuperscript{193} However, government spending was not cut in the military, as large amounts
of money still went to investments and trade deals abroad, such as multiple billion dollar arms
deals with France,\textsuperscript{194} or an $11 billion deal with the German Siemens company.\textsuperscript{195} Thus, the
al-Sisi vision is neither anti-imperialist in a sense that it is diametrically opposed to for
instance the West and Israel as Nasser did, nor is it pan-Arabist in the same way. Al-Sisi
appears to be primarily concerned with domestic issues (instead of the Nasserist outlook of
pan-Arabism and anti-imperialism), and therefore is more of a nationalist and/or patriot in that
sense. He institutes populist government and his rhetoric is ‘hyper-nationalistic’\textsuperscript{196}, as Hazem
Kandil labels it, something which is also visible in his Twitter feed; 13.8 per-cent of his
tweets sing the praises of the Egyptian people, and 18.4 per-cent of the tweets contain
references to the government determination to merely follow the peoples’ will.\textsuperscript{197} ‘The
people’ here, Anne Alexander and Mostafa Bassiouny argue, are, in al-Sisi’s vision, only
defined as a group with ‘loyalty to and appreciation of the army’s role as protector of the
nation’, and that even though this group reminisce Nasser’s time and compare him to al-Sisi,
the latter’s neoliberalism is undoing most of the positive reforms (such as the redistribution of
wealth) implemented by the former.\textsuperscript{198}
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§2.9: Arab-socialism al-Sisi:

The next issue then concerns the question if al-Sisi is a socialist like Nasser? The uprising in 2011 called for ‘bread, freedom and social justice’, and the al-Sisi government appears to have attempted to fulfill these requests, at least marginally. The new 2014 constitution of Egypt stipulates the people’s rights of, among other things, equality between men and women, equal opportunities, right to work and worker’s rights, health care and education. Accordingly, al-Sisi has set diversity quota for women, Christians and youths in politics. However, this was designed to boost legitimacy abroad by showing the intention of equality and democracy, but was actually mainly focused on weakening political parties.

Furthermore, even though the new constitution holds that citizens have the right to protest (article 73), the labor unions, for instance, are increasingly oppressed in this context. Furthermore, in an effort to take economic control from oligarchs associated with the old regime, he just gave the military the control of the economy in his reforms that were supposed to be aimed at redistributing the economic growth. The previously mentioned new taxes and wage-ceilings for the rich had largely the same effect. Much to the same end, the gas, bread and medicine subsidies were also largely cut in an effort to salvage the economy.

Even though al-Sisi asserts that the youth and women are an important part of Egyptian society, women’s- and youth-unemployment has only risen the last couple of years, perhaps due to the job market’s inability to cope with the large amount of new work job seekers as a result from the cuts in the public sector. Even though the new constitution as well as his thesis call for democracy, al-Sisi also made it clear that for now this is more of an illusion, or a ‘luxury’ that Egypt is not yet ready for, just as he argues that many countries in the Middle East in general are not yet capable of producing a true democratic form of government.
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§2.10: Egyptian self-confidence under al-Sisi:

Finally, is there a possibility that al-Sisi is, as Nasser appeared to be, a patriot, and does he want to restore the self-confidence of the Egyptian people as well? al-Sisi’s ‘new Egyptian’ is not revolutionary,\(^\text{210}\) in contrast to Nasser’s revolutionist dimension of the Egyptian identity.\(^\text{211}\) Al-Sisi and his presidential advisor Usama al-Sayyid al-Azhari have said that building the (new) Egyptian identity is their top priority, and that their aim is to strengthen Egyptian self-confidence.\(^\text{212}\) As a means to this end, the government has started mega projects, not quite unlike those in Nasser’s time. They announced the –military supervised – megaprojects; a new capital, building around 50 new cities, and perhaps most ambitiously, creating the Suez Canal zone into a trade and manufacturing hub by widening the canal, drilling a parallel one,\(^\text{213}\) construct new tunnels and expand six ports. This may all be aimed at restoring the self-confidence, but it could also be intended to merely enlarge the army’s economic and military power.\(^\text{214}\) The Suez Canal project is also, and perhaps most importantly, supposed to yield revenues that in turn might benefit the IMF.\(^\text{215}\)

Whether the governance of al-Sisi has effectively led him to become as popular as Nasser, and if he has rendered himself as popular in the same way, or if there are other factors at play, will be discussed in the next chapter.

§2.11: Conclusion chapter 2:

To conclude this chapter, I argue that the governances of Nasser and al-Sisi are more different than they are similar. Nasserism is a fusion of an ideological movement, a modernizing movement, a protest movement against imperialism and colonialism, and most importantly, a personality cult and populist movement. The al-Sisi vision, on the other hand, also incorporates these traits, but to a much lesser extent. It is not as anti-imperialistic as Nasserism, as exemplified by the increasingly positive relations to and investments from former imperial and colonial powers, whereas Nasser was primarily occupied with opposing these powers. Nasser’s pan-Arabism or his broader pan-Africanism is equally less present in
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al-Sisi’s vision, who obscures his opinions on this matter largely by using broad and vague terms to define Egypt’s identity. Likewise, the socialist aspect is different in both men’s governance. Even though both incorporated a form of socialism, at least on paper, Nasser’s appears to have done more to actually implement these ideas, for instance by his attempts to end feudalism. Al-Sisi, somewhat similarly, tries to end the oligarchy of the previous regime(s), but ends up elevating a new one: the military (to a larger extent than Nasser). Moreover, inequality and unemployment is only on the rise in al-Sisi’s Egypt. The new president’s neoliberalism is but one of the signs of difference, but, as a product of a post-ideological society, he might just be trying to salvage and restore Egypt to its former glory, as Nasser tried to do, exemplified by the megaprojects (the Nile High Dam and the new Suez canal plans, respectively) they undertook and take in an effort to boost Egyptian self-confidence. Whether this is successful for both shall be analyzed in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 3: Nasser, al-Sisi and the Egyptian Imagination

Nasserism and its proponents were present in the events of the Arab spring in Egypt, as exemplified by the Tammarud movement, that protested against the presidency of Morsi and played a pivotal role in uniting popular support against his government, which in turn paved the way for the military, and thus al-Sisi, to take over control of the country. Anne Alexander and Mostafa Bassiouny, in their book “Bread, freedom, social justice: Workers and the Egyptian Revolution” call this ‘the most spectacular confirmation of Nasserism’s continuing importance in Egyptian political life’. However, what this does not explain are the comparisons made between Nasser and al-Sisi (as exemplified by images 1 and 3). Alexander and Bassiouny also partially tackle this ostensibly peculiar difference between the mobilization of the people as a self-organized collective force and the “idealization of a particular vision of ‘the people’ or ‘the masses’ as cover for specific practices of leadership within the state”, which, they assert, benefited both leaders. Quite possibly the real comparison and wish of the people with regards to al-Sisi vis à vis Nasser lie in the specific form of leadership instead of its content. In this chapter I will analyze and compare the image Egyptians have of both Nasser and al-Sisi. After an analysis of, among other things, their popularity, it shall become clear that even though al-Sisi may use the legacy of Nasser and equate himself to the former leader, his place in the Egyptian memory is increasingly less positive than that of Nasser and the reality of the comparison in this aspect is less valid.

§3.1: Image of Nasser:

Nasser still enjoys great popularity in the Egyptian imagination. He is considered to be a charismatic leader, or an authoritarian (‘Arab’) strongman. This strongman persona includes an inspiring leader who envisions himself (which is at least partially true) to be a national unifier, someone who will pull his country out of a perceived backwardness in order to create a new nation, complete with a new form of (fictional) unity and a father figure in the form of himself. These leaders accumulate large political power and even though their reforms are oftentimes the result of authoritarian practices, they deliver a certain degree of progress to large parts of the population. This, in combination with the essence of their personality and
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charisma can elevate them to become a sort of semi-god, popular even after their rule. Gamel Abdel Nasser can be considered to have been such a strongman. His charisma stemmed from multiple factors, among others his personality, rhetorical ability, appearance and his knowledge of the needs of his followers. Furthermore, he displayed this aforementioned father-figure image, and had a charisma that corresponds to Max Weber’s definition of charisma as ‘a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of which he is set apart from the ordinary men and treated as endowed with supernatural, super-human or at least exceptional power or qualities’, and his rise to power also matches the stages that are said to be conditional to the rise of such a leader: social turmoil, the emergence of an exemplary charismatic person that will (have to) improve the situation, by using simple terms, ‘heroic’ activity and possibly by reinforcing their tenets by reminding of a historical or mythical quality associated with their mission. More simply put, this charismatic leadership of Nasser contained (at least for a while) a certain type of relationship between Nasser himself and his committed followers, who unconditionally believed in the validity and correctness of his actions. Leonard Binder calls Nasser’s influence over the Middle East in general both ‘astonishing’ and ‘more than a little frightening’, as Nasser forced both the Egyptians as well as the rest of the world to reassess Egypt because his governance created a sort of psychological force within his country that transcended normal interest-based politics. This is often considered to be an essential aspect of charismatic leadership, leading to many scholarly debates on whether it is just this charisma that constitutes the core of Nasser’s type of leadership, i.e. that the type of political institutions and the content of the governance are less important than the man himself.

In spite of the diminishing popularity of Nasser, after his failed pan-Arab UAR enterprise, and the Egyptian defeat in 1967, his legacy still appears to be discussed. Even though some scholars, like Leonard Binder, assert that the debate of this legacy and the possibility that Nasser’s successors have wasted it, he still remains an icon of sorts. As a sort of saintly
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political leader, a sort of symbol of a new Egyptian generation, Nasser was (and is) portrayed positively during both his heyday and periods of declining popularity. When in triumph, he was represented as the embodiment of Egyptian bravery, independence, wisdom, unpretentiousness, discipline and endurance, and in defeat he was still presented as a symbol of authenticity and optimism. Additionally, Nasser is often present in Egyptian (fictional) media and literature, and even though he is portrayed in a more neutral way and often put into perspective, he is still presented as an intellectual, or even a martyr. As a martyr, his death, even though he died of a heart attack, is seen as a result of fatigue and sorrow resulting from his hard work and the failure of his pan-Arab dreams. Nasser himself contributed to these images of him. In 1959 he wrote the fictional novel ‘Towards Freedom’, in which he named the protagonist ‘Muhsin’, after the romantic patriotic hero in a novel by Tawfiq al-Hakim. In doing so, Nasser turned himself into a Muhsin-like hero, and thereby rendered himself into a sort of champion of his cause, a sort of protagonist of the fiction-like historical narrative he was shaping for Egypt himself. The Egyptian nationalization was similarly staged in such a way as to evoke a sense of patriotism and historical importance for Egyptians, as he cued his soldiers to take over the canal by saying the words ‘Ferdinand de Lesseps’ in his 1956 speech, reminiscing of the French architect who used Egyptian labor to build the canal. As previously mentioned, even his defeat in 1967 could not stem his popularity, as he only became associated with blameless unconditional love for Arabs in general and Egyptians specifically.

§3.2: Sisi-mania and the resurfacing of Nasser:

Regardless of the contestation of the morality of his legacy, Nasser is still present in the Egyptian memory as a national hero or otherwise. Thus, it is not surprising that his image resurfaced during the turmoil of the Arab spring and its associated protests. In the initial protests in 2010 and 2011, Nasser’s speeches and images recirculated the internet, in a savior-like fashion that for example ridiculed the Ikhwan. This continued in 2013, with nationalist songs from the 1960s being played and people selling headshots of Nasser. This is also the
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time that an image began to surface of, although this is not verified, al-Sisi as a young boy saluting and giving flowers to Nasser, whereby a link between the two was insinuated. If true, I argue that this image was meant to show, or even actually pictures, the long duration of the affinity al-Sisi holds towards Nasser, even from his upbringing. Also, pictures of Nasser and al-Sisi side by side were shown in many places during this time (2013) and underwear, cologne and video games featuring al-Sisi were manufactured. Even ringtones with him saying things like ‘We have a hope that Egypt will return to its glories’ (possibly reminiscing the days of Nasser) were created in a media frenzy labeled ‘Sisi-mania’. Even some leading intellectuals addressed the subject and labelled al-Sisi as the continuation of Nasser.

§3.3: Image of al-Sisi and Nasser’s legacy:

The interpretation of Nasserism as a phenomenon of personal charismatic leadership surrounding the rayyes, the Chief, also seems to apply to this ‘Sisi-mania’-iconography, where al-Sisi was equally branded as ‘the Chief’. Al-Sisi’s own media campaign coopted this hope for a new Nasser, a charismatic general uniting a country in crisis. This hope had already existed in the earlier protests of 2010 and 2011, and after the people had called for the initially ‘reluctant’ al-Sisi to become the new ‘liberator of Egypt’ in a Nasser-like fashion, the military campaign followed suit. Al-Sisi himself said in an interview that he “wish[es] (...) [he] was like Nasser. Nasser was not just a portrait on walls for Egyptians but a photo and voice carved in their hearts”. Moreover, al-Sisi supported this revived popularity of Nasser (in the context of their comparisons) by opening three museums in honor of the former leader in a period of just three years (2016-2019) and holding memorial ceremonies on the dates of birth and death of Nasser, all the while even being supported by Nasser’s descendants.
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thereby legitimizing al-Sisi’s role as the successor.\textsuperscript{240} His rhetoric and charisma is also similar to and mirrors that of Nasser, such as when he tried to reactivate Nasser’s ‘utopia’ by defending the Suez canal against the purported intention of the Ikhwan to sell the canal to Qatar. As a true patriot, al-Sisi stepped in as a sort of national defender and hero and ousted Morsi.\textsuperscript{241} On the other hand, this form of drawing on Nasser’s legacy, among other reasons, might be an attempt by al-Sisi to justify his repression of the Ikhwan,\textsuperscript{242} an aspect related to both rulers that is not addressed at length in this paper. Another reason for highlighting the 1952 Revolution and Nasser might be the new government’s intent on reemphasizing the country’s military tradition, with a strong military leader at its head. This image of the army as a ‘pillar of the nation’ is reinforced under al-Sisi by releasing populist and nationalist songs (commissioned by the military) which contain excerpts from al-Sisi’s speeches as well as building monuments for the army and often referring in speeches to the similarities of the challenges the nation faced both now and in 1952.\textsuperscript{243}

\textbf{§3.4: Decreasing popularity al-Sisi:}

Even though al-Sisi may be a strongman in a similar sense as Nasser, and even as his charisma and possibly his rhetoric are also often compared to that of Nasser,\textsuperscript{244} his popularity is waning.

Various surveys conducted in various Arab countries, including Egypt, between 2013 and 2014 concluded that twelve per-cent of Egyptians thought that the best government is one where a strong authority makes decisions regardless of election results. In these surveys it also becomes clear that Arabs in general often equate democracy with only socio-economic rights instead of, for instance, political ones. Additionally, they value a strong leader that deals with the country’s security issues. 72 per-cent of Egyptians were positive about al-Sisi’s government’s performance on these security issues at that time.\textsuperscript{245} Al-Sisi’s supporters argue
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that his governance has brought positive reform, and they say the economy is recovering and the country’s stability has returned. All promises made by al-Sisi, they assert, are or will soon become a reality. However, his opponents contradict these theses, and in turn claim that even though he has brought change to Egypt, it is based on oppression and unsustainability, something that is supported by polls that indicated that even the army has become less popular. For example, this decreasing popularity worsened when an army-affiliated scientist claimed to be able to turn aids and hepatitis C into meatballs. Moreover, as al-Sisi’s promises such as the Suez Canal expansion and economic reform did not produce positive results, the army and al-Sisi’s public standing and credibility decreased even further. Also, it appears as though al-Sisi does not possess the same command of Arabic as Nasser. His speeches, that oftentimes seem rather random, are therefore less invigorating than those of the former president, and are more the subject of mockery. As Hazem Kandil aptly puts it; “Sisi’s image has changed from that of a man of destiny with all the right answers, to that of a very small dyke against a potentially devastating flood that might overflow the state”. In this sense, al-Sisi only barely fulfills the requirements for the denomination that was and is often applied to Nasser, that of a near super-human of exceptional qualities.

§3.5: Conclusion chapter 3:

To conclude, I assert that Nasser and al-Sisi’s place within the Egyptian memory and imagination has turned out to be rather different, as is their popularity. Nasser had created for himself an image of a patriot, a sort of ‘father of the nation’. In qualifying as a charismatic leader, a sort of Arab strongman, his legacy has given him an almost mythical status. He restored Egyptian self-confidence, and even in recent years he has not yet fallen off the pedestal the Egyptian people put him on. Thus, it is not surprising that during the turmoil of 2011-2013 the people were calling for a new Nasser. The initial popularity of al-Sisi, the ‘Sisi-mania’, I assert, is in-separately linked to the people’s hopes, or possibly even expectations, of him becoming the successor to Nasser. However, even if he himself would want the people to think, as exemplified by the state’s propaganda, al-Sisi does not possess the same level of charisma and standard of rhetoric as Nasser, and consequently his image as

the new Nasser is diminishing. The image of the new president as the leader who will bring back the confidence Egyptians had in the 1950s and 60s has not yet, and perhaps will never, materialize. It is possible that the resurfacing of Nasser’s popularity in 2013 says more about the Egyptians than about al-Sisi, as Omar Khalifa assumes, and that the adoption of the Nasser-al-Sisi comparison does not serve this government well in that sense.
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CONCLUSION

Nasser has served as a reference point for discussions about, and the assessment of the events that are unfolding before the Egyptian people. This paper has tried to determine whether this has more to do with feelings of nostalgia (in a sense of wanting a leader of a type long lost), or if there is truth in the similarities between Nasser’s time and the current unfolding events. Many people use Nasser as a reference point and make historical comparisons in their discussions of the events of 1952 and 2013. Most approach these events in a context of either a continuity or a rupture, whereas this paper has sought to compare the historical conditions, ideologies and/or visions, actions, hopes and rhetoric systematically, in order to determine whether the events and hopes that brought the current president of Egypt, Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, to power actually constitute a revival and/or continuation of the politics of Gamel Abdel Nasser, or if it was just an issue of reminiscing and hoping for a revival of the ‘glory’ of his time, or perhaps even the cooptation and adoption of these hopes and rhetoric in order to increase legitimacy.

When looking at the events of both 1952 and 2013 in terms of defining and comparing the essence of what was actually happening, there are some similarities to note. The 1952 events largely match the most common scholarly definitions of revolutions in terms of having constituted a radical overhaul of the ruling power, as well as for instance its ideologies and structures. Furthermore, the conditions within a country from which revolutions often arise, just as the phases a successful revolution goes through, are present in 1952. Most scholars still call the events a coup, and some a revolution (possibly because it was promoted in that way), but none use more ambiguous terms to define a situation that was just that – rather ambiguous to define. Therefore, I have chosen to define it with another term I deem best; that of a coup-volution. In the events of 2013 the same applies. Even though the phases of a revolution are not as clear cut as in 1952 (as for instance the internal tensions within the revolutionary force are not quite clear (yet) and still have to be determined), the criteria are certainly met for a revolution. But in this case, as with the previous one, I conclude that as it was both a revolution and a coup, I would similarly call this the 2013 Egyptian coup-volution. In the first chapter I have also pointed the unique position of the army within Egyptian society. Under Nasser, the army took an increasingly large place within the social, economic and political space, something which al-Sisi benefitted from. Accordingly, I assert that this is an important factor to consider when comparing both coup-volutions, as it contributed more in the revolutionary process for one than for the other, as Nasser was a military man and this was
possibly one of the factors the Egyptians considered when looking for a new Nasser in the form of al-Sisi. Next, I examined whether the politics and following of both presidents, Nasserism and the ‘al-Sisi vision’ are similar in order to determine whether they are comparable in that sense. I found that Nasserism, of all possible definitions given by scholars, is best described as an amalgamation of a few of these definitions: a populist movement and a personality cult in one. This applies to the al-Sisi vision as well. I came to this conclusion as the actual tenets of both men are not alike but, at least initially, the image they had was.

Nasser was an Arab socialist, anti-imperialist and pan-Arabist who wanted to end feudalism and corruption, while al-Sisi implemented neoliberal reforms, increased the relationship with countries that can be perceived as imperialistic, is primarily nationalistic instead of being pan-Arab and reinforced a new type of feudalism and oligarchy in the form of military landowners and a military elite. Perhaps the only commonality in their ideas was the aim of restoring Egyptian self-confidence by bolstering a new national identity. However, as the third chapter shows, al-Sisi has not succeeded in that respect in the same way as Nasser. Nasser lives on in the Egyptian memory, as he forced everyone to think differently of Egypt and still enjoys enormous popularity as a result. The Sisi-mania, in which he was promoted as a new Nasser both by the people and his establishment (-propaganda), was only short-lived and his popularity is fading. Al-Sisi, even though it might be possible to define him as an Arab strongman as he initially appeared as a strong inspiring new national hero, did not invigorate the population to the same extent as Nasser, someone still considered to be an example of charismatic leadership. As such, it appears that in 2013 the people were more in search of a new Nasser in terms of leadership, and while they initially thought to have found him in al-Sisi, he is not that. Both men came to power in a similar fashion and might have appeared to be alike, but the reality of the situation is that their visions are radically different and that even though the state propaganda might attempt to portray al-Sisi as a Nasser-like leader, he is no such thing and his legacy will likely show the same.

In this paper I have tried to elucidate the events of 2013 by positioning it between the existing literature on Nasser and al-Sisi. By neither trying to see the events in 2013 as a continuous struggle within Egyptian society over decades, nor by seeing it as a complete rupture from the past, I have attempted to show how Nasserism, or perhaps more fittingly: the person Nasser, could still exert so much influence on contemporary Egyptian events. Consequently, this paper is aimed at filling the gaps within the literature on both parts of Egyptian history and attempts to answer questions surrounding the ubiquitous presence of Nasser’s image in the Arab spring and its aftermath, something not really explained in the
existing literature. However, the issues in this paper might be expanded to make the subject more comprehensive by studies into the Egyptian popular media. Additionally, research into the relations of both Nasser and al-Sisi vis à vis the Islamists as well as their use of repression and authoritarianism (things not fitting the scope of this paper) might bring to light new dimensions of the comparison between both men, and might even show more similarities than discussed in this paper. Still, it remains clear that the comparison between both men makes for interesting research, and this and future research might then provide us with more insight into issues like Arab leadership, revolutions and/or coups, charisma and the imagination and memory of a nation.
IMAGES

Image 1. - Protesters showing a poster of President Gamal Abdel Nasser, 2012. Text reads “We dream of glory for the people, and so we shall realize this dream”


Image 3. Side by side images of al-Sisi (left) and Nasser (right). Text reads “Salutation to the great men of Egypt”
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